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HP-C Vision sensor
Bringing vision to your CMM
HP-C is a non-contact vision sensor that can measure small features, sensitive or easily deformed components and deliver 
throughput for applications where image capture is faster than probing. It is equipped with a high definition camera and an 
built-in illumination system.

Thanks to the working distance of 110 mm and two zooming options, the HP-C can measure various parts, especially when 
features are too small to tactile probing.

The HP-C is compatible with the HR-R probe changer rack. This system allows the CMM to automatically change the sensor 
being used, enabling the HP-C to be integrated within multiple sensor part programs while removing the need for any 
operator intervention.
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Product no. GB0200-0001

Field of view 11,7 mm x 8,7 mm (Mode 1)
5,9 mm x 4,4 mm (Mode 2)

Pixel size 11,4 µm (Mode 1)
5,7 µm (Mode 2)

Frame rate 15 fps (Mode 1)
19 fps (Mode 2)

Probing error of the  
image probe PFV2D* 5,0 µm

Probing error PF2D* 8,0 µm

XY Unidirectional length measurement 
error EUXY* 4,2 µm + L/333

Image probe unidirectional 
length error EUV* 3,0 µm + 1.8L

Camera 3 Megapixel high-speed 
USB 2 digital colour camera 

Optics f2.8 – f16  50.2 mm with standard 
M39 x 1/26th mounting

Working distance 110 mm

Illumination

Oblique and targeted at the optical  
plane center

64 white LEDs split into 16 sectors  
and 2 rings

Mounting TKJ Hexagon Kinematic Joint  
(Fully automatic changeable with HR-R)

Communication protocol USB over ethernet 

*ISO 10360-7: 2011 “Imaging probing system”
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Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, 
productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous – 
ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions that utilise data from design and engineering, production 
and metrology to make manufacturing smarter. For more information, visit hexagonmi.com.

Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.

Selectable field-of-views and pixel sizes 
With HP-C, operators can choose between field of 
view to measure more and larger features or a smaller 
measurement area for higher accuracy.

Digital colour camera and sophisticated illumination  
The 3 mega pixel camera and the LED illumination system 
allow for most precise results even in difficult conditions.

Fully automatic sensor exchange 
HP-C is equipped with Hexagon’s TKJ interface, making 
it exchangeable fully automatic with help of the HR-R 
sensor changing rack. This way, multiple sensors can be 
used for the same part and on the same machine.

Proven and harmonised system 
HP-C was specifically developed for use on Hexagon 
CMMs with Hexagon’s PC-DMIS software. All 
components have been tested and developed to get the 
most out of the complete system.

Access the small 
The HP-C uses multicapture to collect multiple 
measurement features enabling fast data capture 
that can be zoomed in for greater analysis of each 
individual feature.

Capture the big 
Using HP-C and PC-DMIS, the sensor is able to quickly 
capture and measure more features outside the field of 
view, greatly increasing throughput.

Maintain measurement accuracy 
HP-C illuminates the work area to ensure the camera 
captures all relevant data and features a higher resolution 
zoom to obtain high precision measurement results.

Measuring intricate details just got easier 
Features and benefits


